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Abstract

We study the spin-polarization mechanism in the highly dense nuclear matter with the

relativistic mean-field approach. In the relativistic Hartree-Fock framework we find that

there are two kinds of spin-spin interaction channels, which are the axial-vector and tensor

exchange ones. If each interaction is strong and different sign, the system loses the spherical

symmetry and holds the spin-polarization in the high-density region. When the axial-vector

interaction is negative enough, the system holds ferromagnetism.

1. Introduction

Resent discovery of "Magnetar" [1], which is a neutron star with super strong magnetic field,

seems to revive a big question on the origin of the strong magnetic field. Since there is spread

bulk hadronic matter beyond the nuclear density inside neutron stars, it should be interesting

to consider its origin in the context of dynamics of hadronic matter; e.g., if the spin-polarization

of baryons are realized in nuclear matter, ferromagnetism may occur in neutron stars.

For quark matter, one of the authors (T.T.) has recently indicated a possibility of spin-

polarization of quarks interacting with one-gluon-exchange (OGE) interaction [2]. There rela-

tivistic effects in the Fock exchange interaction are found to give rise to a new mechanism for

ferromagnetism, which is never appeared in the nonrelativistic case.

As for the normal nuclear matter Niembro et al. [3, 4] have suggested a possibility of

spin-polarized nuclear matter using the relativistic Hartree-Fock (RHF) approach [5], though

spontaneous spin-polarization occurs at too high density. The results suggest that the relativistic

framework may be more favorite for spin-polarization than the nonrelativistic one.

Checking their framework, however, we find some problems about the calculation. Anyway

there has been no systematic and sufficient discussions on this topic in the relativistic many-

body approach [6], particularly in view of the relativistic effects. In this work we examine the

spin-polarization of nucleon matter within the RHF approach, focusing on the breaking down

of spherical symmetry and importance of the relativistic effects.
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2. Formalism

In this section we briefly explain our formulation to describe the spin-polarized system. There

should appear a special direction along the spin-polarization; it is defined to be oriented to the

positive z-direction. Such a system breaks spherical symmetry while the axial symmetry around

the 2-axis is preserved.

In the RHF framework the interaction energy density in the isospin saturated system is

generally written as

Tr{iS{j>)llx}Vv{j)-k)Tr{iS(k)^} + Tr{iS(phs}VP(p- k)Tr{iS{k)y5}
/i} + Tr{iS(p)afil/}VT{p - k)Tr{iS(k)a^"} ] (1)

for the one-boson exchange type interaction, assuming no derivative coupling. Here S(p) is

the nucleon propagator with momentum p, Va (a = 5, V, P, A, T) is the linear combination of

meson-propagators with the nucleon-meson couplings.

In the relativistic mean-field (RMF) approach we usually neglect the momentum dependence

of the propagator because the nucleon-nucleon interaction can be effectively treated as the zero-

range one in low energy phenomena as far as the typical energy and/or momentum scale is much

less than the meson masses. Actually only very small momentum dependence has appeared in

the full RHF calculation [5, 7]. Here, we take the zero-range approximation for two nucleon

interaction which can be described as follows:

Va = ~tih (a = S>v>p>A>T)- (2)
Even with this approximation the RHF calculation is still complicated because there ap-

pear the axial-vector and tensor mean fields. Instead of solving the exact self-consistent RHF

equation, we take a variational approach in the RHF framework.

The two degrees of freedom of the spin polarization for each nucleon is denoted by £ = 1 and

£ = — 1, which we call spin-up and -down, respectively. Then we take the nucleon propagator

with four-momentum p in the following form;

(3)

with the propagators of a vacuum piece (SF) and a density-dependent piece (SD),

SD(P,0 = ( 7 ^ + M*) { 1 + 7 5 ^ ' C ) } | ^ n ( p , C ) S ( p o - e,), (5)

where p*" = p» - If, M* = M - U3 and E* = y/p2 + M*2. In these equations Us and U^

are the scalar and vector mean fields, and ep is the single particle energy of the nucleon with
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momentum p, ep — E* + UQ. a(p*, £) is the spin-vector of the nucleon with momentum p which

satisfies the following conditions:

oMo" = - 1 , a^p*" = 0. (6)

In the following we only keep the density-dependent piece Sp with the momentum distribution

function n(p,C) to be determined, for which we assume the axial symmetry along the spin-

polarization.

Then the total energy density ex is separated into two parts: the spin-independent part esiD

and the spin-dependent part ESD as

er = f-siD + esD- (7)

The axial-vector and tensor exchange channels contribute to the spin-dependent part esn while

the kinetic energy and contributions from the scalar and vector channels are involved in the

spin-independent one esiD-

Under the zero-range approximation the spin-independent part of the Fock contribution

can be incorporated into the Hartree one. Then it is possible to redefine the two-body scalar

interaction by taking into account the Fock terms, which corresponds to the usual relativistic

Hartree (RH) approximation.

Then the spin-independent part of the energy density esiD becomes

= 2 £ / ^n{p; C)E; + U[a] + ^ P B \ (8)

where pB indicates the baryon density.

On the other hand the spin-dependent energy density eso is calculated to be,

with the axial-vector and tensor densities,

PA = f^Tr{SD(ph5l
3} = PB<X,>=Ej-0fn(P->O^raz (10)

J ^ - ^ a o } (11)

Other components of the axial-vector and tensor densities are vanished because of the axial

symmetry of the momentum distribution.

In order to figure out the properties of the spin-polarized matter, we solve RH equation and

calculate the energy-density by fixing the baryon density PB and the spin-polarization parameter

xs defined by

Xs = {pt ~ P])IPB- (12)
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where p^ and p± are density contr ibuted by spin-up and spin-down nucleons, repstively. (For

convenience the spin-up and spin-down states are indicated by the symbols f and | , respectively.)

The total spin-polarization is directed to the positive direction of the 2-axis; here we define

a unit vector Cm = (0,0, £)• Usually the spin-vector a^ is chosen as (0,Cm) at the rest frame of

the nucleon, we should call this choice as Choice- l (Chl ) . Then the spin-vector wi th momentum

p becomes
ry. (Cm • P)P 1 Cm P

by way of the Lorentz transformation. In this choice PA and pr can be wri t ten as

PA \ \
3 c s c

Then the interaction-energy density can be wri t ten only in terms of the scalar ps(C) and vector

densities ps(C) °f nucleons with the spin £, and the expression still holds spherical symmetry.

Here we consider another choice, Choice-2(Ch2) for the vector o^ to give the maximum for

\az\ within our framework. In this new choice the spin-vector becomes

M\m + (CmP)p E*p(Cm • P)
MV(CP)a+M«' ° MV(Cp)2 + M*2' ^ ;

Substituting the above form into eqs.(10) and (11), we get

(17)

Furthermore we should note that the above expressions of eq.(16) and eq.(17) do not preserve

spherical symmetry. The relativistic effects automatically give rise to the spherical symmetry

breaking. From this fact we can naturally expect that the momentum distribution n(p; () is

allowed to be distorted while keeping the axial-symmetry. In order to estimate the effects of

distortion of the momentum distribution, we introduce the quadrupole-distorted distribution

function ra(p) as

n(p; C) = no(eWPx, ex^py, e~2X^Pz] C), (18)

where no(p; C) = Q(PF(C) — \P\) with the Fermi-momentum pp. The parameter A(£) is determined

to give the energy minimum of the spin-polarized system.
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3. Results and Discussions

The two contributions from the axial-vector

and tensor channels are derived by the Fierz

transformation from the Fock exchange inter-

actions in other channels. The values of two

coupling strengths, CA and CT, are still very

ambiguous, and they cannot be individually

determined at present both in theoretical and

experimental ways. Then, we investigate the

spin-polarization of nuclear matter by vary-

ing the values of CA and CT in this work.

The parameter-sets PM1 [8] are used for

the RH calculation; We here define the spin-

symmetry energy, inversely proportional to

the magnetic susceptibility by

> 2 x,=0- (19)

In this work we take its value as eap-sym =

25(MeV), while it is not clearly determined

from experimental information and we use

three kinds of the parameter-set: CA — 0

(SD1), CA = -50 (SD2) and CA = -100

(SD3). Here we restrict ourselves to the cases

with CA < 0 , since matter would be ferro-

magnetic only in this case.

In Fig. 1 we show the density-dependence

of the total energy per nucleon (Er/A), the

nucleon effective mass normalized by the bare

mass (M* /M), and the spin-symmetry ener-

gies esp-sym. If this value becomes negative,

the spin-saturated system becomes unstable

and the spin-polarized one is favored. The

long-dashed, dashed and solid lines indicate

results for SD1, SD2 and SD3, respectively.

For all the parameter-sets the spin-symmetry

400

Fig. 1: Density-dependence of the total energy per

nucleon (a), the ratio of the effective masses to the

bare masses for nucleon (b) and the spin-symmetry

energies (esp-sym) with PM1.
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Fig. 2: Energy difference between the spin-

polarized and saturated systems versus the

spin-polarization parameter (pf — p\)/ps-

energy increases in the low density region as baryon density becomes larger. While the spin-
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symmetry energy monotonously increases in the case of CA = 0 (SD1), it decreases and becomes

minus above a critical density pc for the cases of negative CA (SD2 and SD3): pel Pa — 8.74 for

SD2 and pc/p0 = 4.28 for SD3.

In the infinite density limit the effective

mass M* goes to zero (Fig. lb) and the

scalar-density ps converge to the finite value

in the RMF theory. Thus pA and pr must

have density-dependence similar to pjg and

ps, respectively; namely, when PB —> oo, p?

converges to a finite value and pA is pro-

portional to the baryon density ps- In this

limit, then, only the kinetic energy and the

axial vector exchange channels contribute to

the spin-symmetry energy eSp-sym- Since <

T,z/A > ~ xg around the spin-saturated mat-

ter, the contribution from the kinetic energy
2/3

is proportional to pB in the low density limit

and to pB in the high-density limit. On the

other hand the contribution from the axial-

vector exchange channels is proportional to

CAPB in the high-density limit; this behav-

ior should be the same as the density de-

pendence of the (isospin-) symmetry energy.

From this fact we can easily see that, if CA <

0, the spin-symmetry energy becomes nega-

tive and the spin-polarization spontaneously

occurs above a certain critical density.

In Fig. 2 we give the spin-saturated mat-

ter AET/A = {ET(xs) - Er{xs = 0))/A as

functions of the spin-polarization parameter xs at ps — Po (dotted line), 3po (dashed line), 5po

(solid line) and 6po (chain-dotted line). It can be seen that above ps > 5po the value of the

spin-polarization parameter at the energy-minimum moves from x3 = 0 to a finite value, whose

value becomes larger as baryon density increases. There is a single local energy-minimum at the

fixed density. Thus the phase transition from normal matter to the spin-polarized one is of the

second order.

In order to examine effects of the spherical symmetry breaking, in Fig. 3, we show the spin-

Fig. 3: Density-dependence of the spin-

symmetry energies with PM1 calculated with

the method Chi (a), Ch2-S (b) and Ch2-Q (c).
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symmetry energy esp-sym using three kinds of choices (Chi, Ch2-S, Ch2-Q). Ch2-S and -Q are

the two versions of Ch2: the spin-vector of Ch2 (eq.(15)) with the spherical (Ch2-S) and the

quadrupole-deformed momentum distribution (Ch2-Q).

In Chi the spin-symmetry energy always monotonously increases when density becomes

larger; the reason has been given in the previous section. In Ch2-S the qualitative behavior

is almost the same as that for Ch2-Q though the value of eSp-sym and the critical density are

always larger than those for Ch2-Q. When CA < 0, the spherical symmetry breaking for the

spin-vector makes a critical effect for the spin-polarization. In addition such effects from the

choice of the spin-vector are enhanced by the deformation of the momentum distribution. Hence

the axial-vector correlation between two nucleons rather easily gives rise to the ferromagnetic

state through the spherical symmetry breaking.

4. S u m m a r y

In this work we have examined a possible mechanism of the spin-polarization of nucleons and

discussed magnetic properties of the system. In the relativistic framework there are two kinds

of spin-spin interaction channels, the axial-vector and tensor ones, which are reduced to the

same interaction channels in the nonrelativistic framework. If the interaction energies from two

channels have opposite signs, there is a second-order phase transition to a spin-polarized state;

the channel with negative sign becomes dominant, suppresses the spin-symmetry energy with

increase of density and eventually induces a phase-transition at a certain critical density pc, while

the effects from two channels are counterbalanced with each other around the normal nuclear

density. In this mechanism, the spherical symmetry breaking through the configuration of the

spin vector and the deformation of the Fermi sea in the momentum space plays a significant

role.; Such symmetry breaking is originated from the relativistic effect: the orientation of the spin

changes as nucleon moves and the interaction energy includes an explicit momentum dependence.
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